This Letter provides an implementation of an efficient and accurate relativistic method based on the infinite-order two-component scheme with the local unitary transformation (LUt-iotc) to the GameSS program. the sample input and major capabilities in GAMESS are shown as well as the accuracies and efficiencies in energy and analytical energy gradient calculations. the scheme realizes calculations of molecules containing heavy elements with fourcomponent relativistic accuracy and the non-relativistic computational cost.
Introduction
Relativistic effects are essential for highly accurate calculations of molecular structures and properties for molecules containing heavy elements. to describe the relativistic effects, two-component (2c) relativistic schemes are one of the most practical methods. actually, most quantum chemical packages contain various 2c relativistic schemes. For example, the GameSS program package [1] implements the normalized elimination of the small component scheme [2] , the relativistic elimination of the small component scheme [3] , the first-to third-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess scheme [4] [5] [6] , and the infinite-order two-component (IOTC) scheme [7] . Especially, iotc gives equivalent results to the four-component (4c) relativistic calculations in one-electron systems.
Our group has developed an efficient 2c relativistic method, which is termed the local unitary transformation (LUt) scheme based on iotc (LUt-iotc) [8, 9] . Furthermore, LUtiotc was extended to the analytical gradient method [10, 11] and combined with a large-scale molecular theory, namely, the divide-and-conquer (DC) method [12] [13] [14] . This Letter explains implementation of LUt-iotc to GameSS. the package including LUt-iotc will be released in the next version of GameSS.
Theory and implementation
this section briefly summarizes the theoretical aspects of LUt-iotc. in iotc, the one-electron 4c dirac hamiltonian h d is completely block-diagonalized by unitary transformation U to separate the electronic and positronic parts independently, which is written as
in atomic/molecular calculations, only the electronic part h + is adopted, which reduces a dimension in a calculation. however, the computational cost in the transformation is non-negligible when the system is large. the LUt scheme is based on the locality of the relativistic effect. the unitary transformation for an entire system is approximated by a direct sum of the individual subsystem contributions,
where A, B, and C are the subsystems. Normally, atom is adopted as a subsystem. the interatomic interaction such as a nuclear attraction is transformed using the combination of these unitary transformations. the resulting LUt-iotc hamiltonian matrix with basis functions {χ} is defined as 
where T and V are the kinetic energy and the nuclear attraction. the superscripts NR and + mean the nonrelativistic and relativistic operators, respectively. τ is the threshold of cutoff for the relativistic interaction. LUt-iotc reduces the cost from (nN) 3 to n 3 N, where n and N are the basis set dimension and the number of atoms, respectively. Note that a one-center atomic transformation only adopts the A = B part in equation (3), which leads to loss of accuracy qualitatively and quantitatively [8] . the analytical gradient of LUt-iotc is also derived by the direct differentiation of equation (3) with respect to a nuclear coordinate. 
Performances
this section provides performances of LUt-iotc in GAMESS from the viewpoints of accuracy and efficiency. For comparison, the NR and 4c calculations were adopted. the 4c calculations were performed by the diRac12 program [15] . or without DC. A Xeon E5-2637v3/3.50 GHz (quad-core) was used on a single core. all dc methods realize molecular calculations with a quasi-linear scaling with a small prefactor.
Conclusion
We explain theoretical aspects and performances of an accurate and efficient 2c relativistic LUT-IOTC method newly implemented in GameSS. the computational costs of the LUt-iotc scheme is close to those of NR. thus, we strongly recommend the users to select LUt-iotc for any all-electron calculations instead of NR without any hesitation.
We performed some of the calculations in the present study at the Research center for computational Sciences 
